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THE 4C POSTAGE DUE AND ITS DESCENDENTS
by Robert F. Yacano

On August 21 , 1928, a 4c Postage Due was released as pan of a sel On
July 29, 1937, the stamp was overprinted for use as a 3c reply stamp. This
unusual circumstance was caused by a need to collect postage that had
been guaranteed by companies doing mail order business and was so
designated on their Business Reply Cards. Before the preparation of this
new value it had been necessary for the post office to furnish receipts.

Firms that had obtained the necessary official permits could print and
distribute reply cards and envelopes which required no postage stamps if
mailed within the Philippines. When these cards returned, the 3c Postage
Due stamp was affixed and cancelled by the Manila Central Post Office,
before being put to the permit holder, indicating that the proper payment
had been made. Since the stamp was not valid for ordinary postage, and
since there was no other need for this denomination, the only legitimate
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Figure 1
use was on a business card or envelope, addressed and delivered to the
holder of the official pennit (Figure 1).

No priorpubic notice appeared, except for the following small paragraph
in the daily paper:

Stamps For Sale
"F, Cuademo, acting DirectorofPosts, announced yesterday that
a sufficient quantity of the 4 centavos stamps have been over
printed into 3 centavo denominations and are now on sale at the
MoneyOrderDivisionofthe BureauofPosts. These stamps may
be used for Business Reply Cards and Envelopes."

The Acting Director did not consider the surcharge to be a new issue and
made no arrangements for any official First Day Covers. One permit
holder (the Army and Navy YMO\) prepared a small number of cards
showing the new stamp properly used on ihe first day ofissue (Figure 2).
The stamps were on sale to the public, and some collectors took the
opportunity toprepare ordinary covers franked with the requiredpostage,
but these have no postal significance, since the covers did not conform to
regulations (Figure 3).

The cataloguers do not give this stamp a very high value, probably
because the unknown printing quantity is IlXlSt likely relatively high;
however, the stamps are not often seen on cover.
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The stamp reached prominence during the Japanese Occupation period,
when it became the Provisional Postage Due with a hand lined double
deletion bar. 1,000 stamps were overprinted and used between Sep
tember 3 and October 14, 1942 (Figure 4). On that date, the original
surcharged stamp was released with a solid deletion bar and was again
used as a postage due. The October 14, 1942 date is generally accepted
by cataloguers as the first day of issue, but covers are known with an
October 13 cancel, making the October 14 date questionable (Cover).

The question of the "true" first day of issue for the solid bar Postage Due
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has been raised repeatedly. Scon's Axis Issues of Europe and the Phil
i~~ines, 1941-5, (1) carefully avoids the problem by stating that"... a
provisional3c Postage Due stamp (which) was used from Sept. 1, 1942...
until Oct. 13 or 14 when No. NIl went on sale."

An album distributed by the Mayon Stamp Shop, probably around 1946,
under the heading "Regular Postage Due Issue," clearly states: "Issued
October 13,1942." (2) The Afran Stamp Company album states that the
ftrst day is October 14, and has some interesting comments regarding the
provisional issue. (3)

"Frequent mistakes in prepaying postage caused short paid mail,
hence the necessity of issuing this postage due on October 14,
1943 in very limited quantity."

The Yang catalogue lists both dates, pricing the October 13 cover as the
more scarce ofthe two, and apparently considers both as Firstday covers.
(4)

'These Stamps were to be sold as soon as the supply of the hand
ruled "double bars" wereexhausted. Only straightedge copies of
the "double bar" stamps were available on the 13th, and 14th and
some collectors prevailed upon the clerks to release a few of the
new"singlebar" stamps, hencequite afewcovers existwith these
stamps cancelledOctober 13th. Offtcial release was made on the
following day October 14th., when the last remaining "double
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bar" stamps were exhausted. Covers with the "single bar"
Postage Due stamps cancelled either October 13th or 14th., are
rare."

Probably the most definitive statement comes from Enrique San Jose,
when he states:

"On the afternoon ofOctober 13,1942, theseoverprinted "Single
Bar" postagedue stamps were ready and upon the requestofsome
collectors who happened to be in the Manila Post Office that
afternoon, a few were sold and franked on prepared envelopes.
The next day the general public was allowed to buy the stamps.
Hence, in Manila Philatelic circles collectors are quite satisfied if
their"Single Bar" covers bear the October 14th cancellation. On
the following day in October and later in November, more
prepared envelopes were franked with these regular Postage
Dues. Comparatively speaking, the fewest cancellations ofthese
stamps are those of October 13, 1942. Regarding the cancella
tions from October 14, 1942 to the latter dates when the supply
of the "Single Bar" Postage Dues became less and less, it may be
mentioned that although strictly the proportion of the latter
cancellations is much less that the earlier ones, only the October
14 cancellations are given due credit as good "Single Bar"
covers."

Since the stamp was availableon October 13,andcoversdoexist with that
date cancel, I think: we must use that date as the "true" first day, even
though we also recognize the October 14 cancel as a desirable item to
have.

All things considered, a collection of the 3c Postage Due stamp and its
descendants, properly used, would make a relatively small showing, but
would present a formidable challenge to complete.•

FOOTNOTES
1. Axis Issues of Europe and lhe Philippines. 1941-5. Soot! Publications. Inc.. 1946. p46
2. Postage stamps of lhe Philippines Issued During lhe Japanese Occupation 1942-44,

Published by C.D. Siongko. 530 Reina Regente. Manila, Distributed by Mayon Stamp
Shop. 1605 M. Hizon. Manila

3. Catalog and Album of Stamps oflhe Philippines Issued Under lhe Japanese Occopation.
Arran Stamp Company. 1945 (Combined Edition) p 13
A Specialized Catalogue oflhe Philippines Islands Under lhe Japanese Occupation 1942
1945, Edited by Yang, Siu-Chong. 1945 First Edition. p 17
San Jose. Enrique P. Stamps are History, Philippines Journal of Philately, Vol.. ill,
No.2. November-December. 1950. p53
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WE~ HAVE A LARGE SPECIALIZED PHILIPPINE ISLANDS SECTION IN
OUR ASIAN PUBLIC AUCTIONS.

PACKED WITH CONCISE DESCRIPTIONS AND EXTENSIVE PHOTOGRAPHS,
OUR AUCTION CATALOGUES OFFER WONDERFUL PHILIPPINE STAMPS,
COVERS, LITERATURE & MEMORABILIA.

A PURCHASE PLACES YOU ON QUR MAILING LIST TO RECEIVE FREQUENT
PRICELISTS, PUBLIC AUCTIONS AND FREE INFORMATIVE MONOGRAPHS.

&lYA!S BUYING

WE HAVE A VORACIOUS APPETITE. ESPECIAllY WANTED ARE
SPECIALIZED COLLECTiONS OF STAMPS & COVERS, REPUBLIC 1970 TO
DATE MINT NORMAL & VARIETIES AND US & SPANISH ADMINISTRATION.

Three Reasons to Consign to Us:

1. We make every effort to logically break down consignments into smaller lots
so items are not grouped together or overlooked. Collectors have a wider
choice: consignors realize more. Extensive photographs.

2. We charge a commission of 10%/10% to the buyer/seller. No charges for
lotting photographs. insurance. or unsold lots.

3. We advertise our auctions worldwide. Our mailing list appreciates our vaned
auctions, Three thousand auction catalogues are dlstnbuted to buyers
WOfldwlde,
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U.S. POSTAL BEGINNINGS IN THE PHILIPPINES;
AWKWARD BUT EFFECTIVE

By Donald ChapUt

The Pacific part of the Spanish-American war did not last long.
Admiral Dewey sunk the Spanish fleet off Manila, and General
Merritt, with the help of Filipino soldiers, quickly subdued the
Spanish land forces. On 13 August, 1898, the Spanish troops in
Manila surrendered. General Merritt entered the city, and close on his
heels was Frank W. Vaille, a postal administrator. Vaille saw the
sights, found the post office and introduced himself to the Spanish
authorities. The hospitality must have been re&sonable; the hotels
were filled up, so Vaille was given a bed for the night in the post office.

On the next day, Vaille received the services of several enlisted men
from the Second Oregon Volunteers, and the First Nebraska Volun
teers; amateurs all, they were about to introduce United States Postal
policies into the Philippines Islands.

The Manila post office employed about 200 workers, and to begin the
change in regime, fifteen of them were asked to remain on the job.
None of them reported, though, so by 19th August, when the first
United States stamps were sold in Manila, Vaille and his small staff
handled all the work.

Spanish reluctance to work in the post office was handled smoothly
by Vaille. There was a large European mail on hand, and he
announced that none would be distributed until properly trained
Spanish postal employees did the work. On 20 August a group of
Spanish officers and men reported to Vaille, and he selected fifteen of
them to get started on the European mail. Within a few days Vaille
improved his offerings, as he detailed a few fresh faces from the First
California Volunteer Regiment to open a Money Order Department.

From his first day on the spot, 13 August Vaille had been observant
and useful. After being in the post office only a few hours, he noticed
a letter there from Europe addressed to a memberofCompany C, First
Colorado Volunteer regiment. That evening Vaille was standing in
the post office doorway when he noticed the troops of the First
Colorado passing by. He took the letter and gave it toone of the First
Colorado officers, who delivered it to the soldier. The First Colorado,
then, had the honor ofreceiving the rust mail in Manila, delivered on
the very day the city fell to United states forces.

Philippine Philatelic Journal
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Vaille's connection as an adjunct to the military ended on May 1,
1899, when he was named Director ofPost Offices forrhe Philippines,
with the authority to establish post offices throughout the islands. He
was still theoretically under control of the Military Governor, but he
had much independence in his actions. At the time of his appointment
it was also announced that "a supply of special stamps for the
Philippines is now en route."

One of Vaille's problems was the overly enthusiastic American
soldier love for local cigars. They were buying them by the thousands
and were "transmitting cigars in illegal packages through the mails
and otherwise to friends in the states, thus violating the laws of the
Universal Postal Union Convention and the statues of the United
States." Postal authorities in San Francisco were the ones most
perplexed as most of the illegally packaged cigars came their way. A
compromise was reached. The import of the cigars was permitted,
provided that a revenue stamp be purchased in the denomination
nearest to the number of cigars contained in each package.

The opening of United States postal service is an interesting episode
in Philippine history. The news of the "first mail in" and "fIrst mail
out" was published in the leading American papers in Manila, the
American Soldier and Freedom. Not only were the soldiers making
history by fIghting on foreign soil, they were also interested in the
postal history aspect of their unusual adventure.•

Reprint... Source Unkown
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CAPTAIN CHARLES F. MUDGETT
COLLECTOR OF INTERNAL REVENUE

by Douglas K. Lehnumn

Charles F. Mudgett was born in 1868 somewhere in Missouri. His ArnlY
muster-in roll states he was born in Ravanna, a city that does not exist
today. Later a convalescent hospital admission record from Corregidor
Island says he was bom in Princeton. That city still exists just south of the
Iowa border.

The rest ofMudgett'sArn1y records are clear. In 1898 he lived in Valley
Oty, North Dakota. He was married. At 29, his records describe him as
S' II ", white but of dark complexion, brown eyed, and with black hair.
The Arn1y lists his civilian profession as bookkeeper which we call
accountant today.

On April 26, 1898, Mudgett enrolled as a Captain of Infantry with North
Dakota's Company G, I st Regiment. His enrollment (officers enroll
while the men enlist) was for two years. Soon afterwards, on May 13th,
world events dictated that company G would muster-in all its officers and
men at Fargo, NO. The 7S mile trip East from Valley City was just the
beginning of Mudgett's fate that found him in Manila, Philippines, in
August 1898.

Mudgettis partofPhilippine fiscal history. He and his two lieutenants are
forever an element of philately's US military rule. Two decisions ink
these names into our fiscal catalogs. First, the military rulers decided to
continue the fiscal taxation as prescribed by the former Spanish au
thorities. Second, the authorities decided to validate existing supplies of
Spanish fiscal stamps until officials could print new ones. The task of
validating those fiscal stamps became the duty of Mudgett and his two
lieutenants. The validation process decided upon was simply to initial
them in red ink. All three officers began this job August 20, 1898.

Spanish Timbre Movil and Giro stamps were available the day they
started to initial and thus validate them for use. Spanish Sellostamps were
also available, but it is not known if they initialed these on the 20th or a
laterday. Doctor1. C. Perry states that all threeofficers initialed all values
in these three fiscal stamp sets. However, Warren and others who later
produced catalogs never found all values with initials. One report states
a few examples initialed with black ink. However, no black ink example
is in any fiscal catalog and I have never seen one. Figure 1 shows what
Mudgett's initials usually looked like. Examples on stamps usually show
many fine lines forming the first two initials of C and F. The top part of
the final M is usually clear and easy to identify.

Philippine Philatelic Journal 2:2/9
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Figure 1
It's not cenain ifMudgett started to initial stamps on August 20th or the
nextday. His medical records show he was sick from acutedysentery and
remittent malarial fever from August 12th to discharge on August 20th.
His health remained shaky for the rest of his stay in the Philippines. The
three officers initialed fiscal stamps through March of 1899. The total is
unknown and no mint copies are known as all copies saw fiscal use
through July 1899. Few documents survive dated past April, 1899.

On November 3,1898, Mudgett departed from the script and signed his
name on at least one fiscal. This is the 2S centavos Sello stamp, W-3S1C.
Figure 2 shows this stamp on a custom house clearance. Mudgett's red
signaruredoes not show well against the claret colorofthe stamp. He used
three lines as CFMUDGETI/COL OFI/REV. He abbreviated his title
ofCollectorofIntemai Revenue. TheM ofMudgett is clearand the lower
part of the F of the OF crosses over the 2S in the bottom panel. This is
the only known example of his signed last name on any fiscal. Figure 3
is a copy of his full signarure taken from an Army document. The hand
stamp just ties the sello fiscal on the right where the right line of the
CANCELLED box strikes the paper. IPPS member Richard P. Arnold
owns this document. Richard discerningly says "fmding something that
may be unique, makes my philatelic heart sing." We can all identify with
this feeling!

:~.~~ ...
Captain 1st North DRkota Vol. Infy.

2:2/12
Figure 3
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1would also like 10 sel [he record srraight on cOllecting Mudgen' s initials.
These are less abundant than those of his two lieutenants. This is shown
by Warren's listingofthe21 Spanish Giro stamps initialed by these three
officers. Warren lists Lieutenant C. H. Sleeper's initials on the whole set.
The listing has only 17 of Lieutenant C. S. Haughwout'S initials. For
Mudgen, however, the catalog shows only IS of the 21 values. 1can also
confmn the scarcity from my own collection. Of 34 examples of
provisional initialed fiscals, only 4 have Mudgett's initials. This is only
12 percent versus an expected 33 percent. This is easy for me to
understand and may have eluded both Perry and Warren. Mudgett was
the officer in charge and a rank higher that his two other officers. He was
responsible for seeing that someone initialed all stamps. He took his turn
with this job but had other duties of greater importance. I'm sure he left
the office to his two lieutenants whenever these duties arose. He probably
relished theopportunity to quit the routine ofinitialling and do something
else.

While Mudgett and his two lieutenants began initialling stamps on
August 20, 1899, Mudgett did this without title. General Order #11
appointed Mudgett Collector of Internal Revenue on October 17,
1898. However, the Anny appointed Lieutenant C. H. Sleeper as
Mudgett's Deputy collector on Aug 29, 1898. (Sleeper assumed
Mudgett's job March 20, 1899 and stayed in the job until he was a
Major.) Lieutenant C. S. Haughwout's title was Assistant to the
Collector. It is possible, but doubtful, that Mudgett did not start
initialling fiscal stamps until October 17th. This would also explain
the low number of stamps with Mudgett's initials.

It's much more likely that Mudgett's health prevented him from actively
initialling fiscal stamps. His Anny records show the hospital re-admitted
himagain in February 2, 1899. The Anny grantedhirn aone month leave
ofabsence on March 12th. This turned out to be his final duty and his last
official day ofduty was March 18, 1899. His final pay records show him
at the Presideo, San Francisco, on May 1st. From there he made his way
home to Valley City, ND. After he returned home, he resigned his
commission and the Army discharged him June I, 1899. His discharge
was honorable and gave physical disability as the reason.

In summary, Mudgett's duties as Collector of Internal Revenue ended
February 1, 1899. His total time in the Anny was about 13 months, 11
months short of the two years he signed up for. He was present in Manila
for all but one month of the provisional period, a unique period when
Army officers initialed Spanish fiscal stamps for use by the newly formed
US Government. •
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CONFESSIONS OF A STAMPCOLLECTOR
by ArnoldH. Warren

Member, Asociacion Filatelica de Filipinas

Arnold H. Warren
I became a stamp collector when I was about twelve years old. I believe
that I was the only stampcollectorin the villagewhere we lived. Certainly
none ofmy boyhood friends were stamp collectors. Ifthere was an adult
stamp collector in the village he carefully concealed this fact from his
fellow townsmen.
My pious, hardworking and thrifty parents took a very dim view ofstamp
collecting. They looked upon it as a deplorable waste of both time and
money, if not actually immoral. I believe that most, if not all, of our
neighbors held the same opinion. Even today, in spite of the fact that
stamp collecting has become one of the world's most popular and
universal hobbies, some of my friends hold a similar opinion.
Ido not nowrecall whatfirst aroused my interest incollectingstamps. But
it may have been the Stamp Department of the monthly magazine, THE
AMERICAN BOY.

Even at the early age of twelve years I earned a little money by working
for ourneighbors afterschool hours andduring the summervacation. But
my mothertook from me andplaced in the bank most ofthe money which
Iearned. This money, she assured me, would laterpay apartofmycollege
expenses. As aresult ofherthriftiness, I had more that$300.00in the bank
when I finished high school at the age of sixteen.
Now and then I was able to conceal a small portion of my earnings from
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the vigilanteye ofmy mother. As a result, between the ages oftwelve and
sixteen years, 1 spent a total of about ten dollars on stamp collecting.
During this period 1 acquired about 1,000 varieties of stamps from
perhaps twenty five differentcountries. 1mounted these stamps in a cheap
album.

1gave up collecting stamps when 1entered college in 1909. 1paid my way
through college by working after school hours and during the summer
vacations. 1 had neither time nor money to spend on collecting stamps.

For 26 years after 1entered college 1 made no attempt to collect stamps.
My interests lay in other directions. If any of my friends were stamp
collectors 1 was not aware of it. In 1914, about a year after 1graduated
form college, 1 came to the Philippines as a teacher in the Bureau of
Education. Early 1918, Ileft the Bureau of Education to work in a sugar
factory. For fifteen years thereafter1worked in various Philippine Sugar
factories. Beginning in 1929, my wife and 1 invested a portion of our
savings in several Philippine gold mines. By 1933 we had a comfortable
income from this source which enabled me to retire form the sugar
industry and to make my home in Baguio. For aboutlWo years thereafter
1was actively, but unprofitably engaged in prospecting for gold.

When 1gave up prospectingfor gold in 19351found that 1needed a hobby
of some sort to occupy my idle time. 1decided to collect stamps.

After giving the matter some thought, 1 determined to collect only
Philippine stamps. The amount of money which 1proposed to invest in
stamps was limited. 1 desired to convert this money into a collection
which could eventually be sold for at least as much money as 1had spent
upon it. 1realized that in order to invest wisely in stamps 1must acquire
in as short a time as possible an expert knowledge of the stamps which 1
proposed to purchase. 1could acquire an expertknowledge of the stamps
ofonecountry in much less time than 1could acquire an expertknowledge
of stamps of several different countries. The amount of money which 1
proposed to invest was sufficient to acquire a fine collection of the stamps
of a single country, but would yield only a very mediocre collection if it
was dispersed upon the stamps of several different countries. Having
decided to collect the stamps ofonly one country, 1 then chose to collect
only Philippine stamps because in the Philippines both Philippine
stamps and information concerning them are more readily obtainable
than the stamps and information concerning the stamps of any other
country.

Although1resided in Baguio, 1spent the rainy season, about three months
of each year, in Manila. During my annual sojourn in Manila 1 sought
information concerning Philippine stamps form every available source.
I consulted collectors who specialized in Philippine stamps- Don Jesus
Philippine Philatelic Journal 2:2/15



Cacho, Don Juan Mencarini, Dr. Ricardo A. Reyes, Dr. Gilbert Perez,
Don Joaquin Pardo de Tavera, Don Vicente Arias, Col. Louis J. Van
Schaick, Mr. Newton Comfon and others. I became a member of the
Asociacion Filatelicade Filipinas and of the American Philatelic Society.
I acquired a library of stamp catalogues and other philatelic literature
concerning Philippine stamps.

At the same time that I was acquiring a specialized knowledge of
Philippine stamps I was also purchasing stamps. Identification and
classification of the stamps which I purchased directed my search for
information into specific channels. The stamp dealers from whom I
purchased many of my stamps contributed substantially tomy philatelic
education by imparting to me the specialized knowledge which I pur
chased from them. Among these stamp dealers were Rogelio de Jesus,
Joaquin Ortiz, WalterBruggman, Newton Comfon and JosePanganiban.

I discovered that many Philippine stamps were not listed by any of the
published stamp catalogues. The demand for any stamp and, therefore,
the price which it commands, is greatly increased by including it in a
published catalogue. A very large majority of the stamp collectors of the
world limit their purchases to the stamps which are included in the price
lists of the standard stamp catalogues. The average collector does not
have at his command sufficient information to determine either the
authenticity or the value of an unlisted stamp. He is, therefore, reluctant
to purchase it. It was evident that the future market value ofmy collection
ofPhilippine stamps would be substantially increased by the publication
of information concerning the rare unlisted Philippine stamps. The
publication of this information wouldeventually result in the inclusion of
these rare stamps in the published price lists.

I also discovered that although the quantity issued of Philippine stamps
was relatively small the number of collectors of Philippine stamps was
also small. As a result of this limited demand for Philippine stamps the
prices which these stamps commanded were relatively low. One reason
for the lack of interest in Philippine stamps was the fact that very little
information concerning these stamps was being published in the current
phelatelic magazine of the world.

In order to increase the future market value of my stamp collection by
increasing the demand for Philippine stamps I prepared anicles con
cerning Philippine stamps which were published in the current philatelic
magazines.

When I began tocollect Philippine Revenue stamps andrevenue stamped
paper I discovered that the information concerning these stamps obtain-
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able fonn philatelic sources was very meagre. My search for additional
infonnation took me to the archives Division of the National Library in
Manila. Here I learned that papel sellado (documentary stamped paper)
had been in use in the Philippines continuously from January I, 1640, to
the end of the Spanish regime in 1898. The use of adhesive revenue
stamps was begun in the Philippines in 1856. I translated from Spanish
laws pertaining to stamp taxes and the revenue stamps and revenue
stamped paper used in the Philippines during the Spanish regime. From
various other sources, including the records of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, Bureau of Customs and Bureau of Printing, I obtained infor
mation concerning therevenue stamps and revenue stamped paper issued
subsequent to the American Occupation of the Philippines in 1898. This
infonnation was compiled in a 500-page typewritten manuscript entitled,
"A mSTORY OF STAMP TAXES AND A CATALOOUE OF
REVENUE STAMPS OFTHEPHILIPPINES." The manuscript, which
included more than 150 photographs of revenue stamps and revenue
stamped paper, was completed late in 1941.

By the end of 1941, six years after I began to collect Philippine stamps I
had acquired a very fine collection of these stamps. I haq also achieved
some recognition as an expert authority on Philippine stamps. In 1941 I
accepted an invitation to join the Bagnio Rotary Club. I was classified by
the Rotary Club as a "PmLATELIST'. Col. Louis Van Schaik, the first
President of the Baguio Rotary Club, was a personal friend. He also
specialized in the collection of Philippine Stamps. We spent many
p'leasant hours discussing our stamps.

During the eight years which have elapsed since the Japanese invaded the
Philippines in December, 1941, I have not been able to devote much time
to my stamp collection. The three years ofmy internment were for me a
period of almost complete philatelic inactivity. The gold rnines which
formerly provided us with a comfortable income have not paid dividends
since the Japanese invasion of the Philippines in 1941. Since the
liberation ofthe Philippines in 1945, therefore, most ofmy time has been
occupied in earning a living.

The major portion of my collection of Philippine stamps and the manu
script concerning Philippine Revenue stamps survived the Japanese
Occupation of the Philippines. But a part of my stamp collection, my
philatelic library, and my notes covering much unpublished information
concerningPhilippinepostage stamps were lostwhenmy home in Bagnio
was occupied by Japanese and subsequently destroyed by American
bombers.

I am gradually replacing the Philatelic library which I lost. I continue to
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make substantial additions to may collection of Philippine stamps. I am
still adding to my information concerning Philippine stamps. Several
articles which I have wrinen concerning Philippine stamps since the
liberation ofthe Philippines have been published in philatelic magazines.
I am still a philatelist.

My activities as a stamp collector have yielded many friends with whom
I would not otherwise have become acquainted. Many of them reside in
the Philippines. But there are others who reside in foreign countries and
whomI know only through the leners which we have exchanged. Among
these philatelic friends are government officials, merchants, lawyers,
doctors, dentists, engineers, salesmen, military men, teachers, printers,
accountants, planters, realtors, bankers, schoolboys and detectives.

There are today more than 20,000,000 stamp collectors. They are to be
found in every country in the world. There probably is 'no other large
group of men bound together by a common tie which ranks as high in
intelligence, integrity, thrift and accomplishment as do the stamp col
lectors, The world could ill afford to lose them.

Stamp collecting is a hobby which can be tailored to fit the financial
resources of every collector. It is possible to spend a large fortune in
accumulating a stamp collection. But there are many stamps which can
be obtained at very small cost. Even a schoolboy, who has very little
money to spend on stamps, may acquire an anractive collection.

Educators now recognize the value of stamp collecting as a means of
teaching history and geography and in developing the students power of
accurate objective observation. In many schools, junior stamp clubs have
been organized. Several colleges in the United States have recently
establishedcourses which teach the student how to collect stamps, There
are several daily newspapers which maintain columns devoted to news
concerning stamps and stamp collectors. Thereare radio broadcasts in the
Philippinesandelsewherewhich disseminate information concerning the
collection of stamps.

I collect stamps because I find it a fascinating pastime which stimulates
mental activity and because I am convinced that my stamp collection is
an asset which can eventually be sold at a profit.

But there are many other equally valid reasons for collecting stamps.
Some of them may eventually induce you, if you are not already .a
collector, to join the Philatelic fraternity.•

Reprinted/rom." AP.F. Silver Jubilee Issue, May 1950 (25th Anni
versary Asociacion Filatelica de Filipinas 1925-1950) p 21-24.
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CATILE REGISTRAnON CERTIFICATES
- WATERMARKED!

By Eugene A. Garren and Nemi L. Rivera

In his landmark study "Fiscal Stamps of the Philippines: Handbook
Catalogue, 1856to Date", Amold H. Warren, in the preface to his listing
of Cattle Registration Stamped Paper, made the following comment:

'There were many printings. As a result there are many shades
of both blue and red stamps." <American Philatelist June 1968/
Volume 82/No. 6p. 507.)

Any collector with more than a handful of examples would argue that
Warren's remark was, ifanything, perhaps an understatement; in fact, it
is difficult to find any two certificates of exactly the same shade.

In mounting a small collection of 12 examples, it was serendipitously
noticed that one of the certificates was printed on watermarked paper, a
fact not recorded by Warren. Subsequent examination of all such
certificates in our collections revealed the surprising fact that many, but
not all, display watermarks of several types. A careful re-reading of
Warren's study finds no mention whatsoever of the existence of water
marks on the certificates, nor have we found a reference to watermarks
elsewhere in the previous literature.

The watermarks found so far are commercial types, as opposed to the
watermarks regularly found on postage and revenue stamp paper. It
appears that the Bureau ofPrintingpurchased supplies ofsuchpaperfrom
ordinary commercial stationery supply houses in Manila.

Watermarked paper has been found on certificates issued under the
following governments: American Administration, Commonwealth
Government, Japanese Occupation, Postwar Commonwealth Govern
ment

One of us (Mr. Rivera) has examined several hundred certificates issued
by the Republic of the Philippines since July 4, 1946, none of which has
been found on watermarked paper.

The following listing employs Warren catalog numbers, and is based
upon a small sampling of approximately 50 examples, so is certainly
incomplete. It is hoped that interested collectors will discover and report
additional examples.

1906. Labeled "GOVERNMENT OF THE PHILIPPINES"

W-7902 Ip Blue stamp on certificate of Ownership; used 1929;
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double-line letters, all capitals, in two lines: "KEITH/SU
PERFINE".

W-793 lp Red stamp on Certificate of Transfer; used 1912;
double-line slanting letters, in one line, initial caps; one incom
plete example known: "Roxxxx Mills".

Also: used 1925, double-line letters in one line, all capitals; partly
illegible: ''TOXXXX BOND".

1936. Labeled COMMONWEALTH OF THE PHILIPPINES:

W-796, Ip Blue Stamp on Certificate of Ownership; used April
30, 1942 (during Japanese Occupation); combination single-line
and double-line watermark in three lines: Single-line:
"PERMANIZED", Double-line: "REDEMPTION BOND",
Single-line: "RAG CONTENT".

Also, same mark on W-796 used May 10, 1943, again during the
Japanese Occupation.(1943?) Labeled PHILIPPINE EXECU
TNE COMMISSION.

(Unlisted) lp Blue stamp on Certificate of Ownership issued
during Japanese Occupation; used February 5, 1944; single- and
double- line watermark in three lines: Double-line: "GIL
BERT', Double-line: "DISPATCH BOND", Single-line:
"RAG CONTENT".

Also, same, used May 13, 1944.

(Unlisted) lp Red stamp on Certificate of Transfer: same as
above.

1946. Labeled COMMONWEALTH OF THE PHILIPPINES
and overprinted VICTORY.

W-1702. 1p Red stamp on certificate ofTransfer. Watermarked
with US Eagle & Shield Insignia.

Used June 4, 1946 and June 9, 1946.

It seems possible that the postwar"VICTORY" certificatesare printedon
paper supplied by the United States Army, as opposed to ordinary
commercial stationery suppliers. -

Readers are invited to report additional examples and other watermarked
types.•
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PHILIPPINES, 1903-4, lOe "PEIL" VARIETY

There are many varieties of broken type to be found in the lellering of
the overprints on the U.S. stamps which were prepared for use in
Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippines when these territories were fIrst
taken over by the United States at the close of the Spanish-American
War. Some of these, such as the "CUPA" for "CUBA," are cata
logued, while in Porto Rico, we fInd "PORTU" and "RICU," and
others which are not listed, including a number in the Philippine
issues.

The more prominent varieties, especially those where the broken
letter appears to take the form of another letter, have always been of
interest to collectors. In the Philippines, the 2c carmine of 1903-04,
No. 240, has long been known with the variety, "PEILlPPINES," due
to a broken letter "H" but to my knowledge this variety has never been
noted in other values of the series. Recently I located this variety on
the lOc orange brown. No. 233, which indicates that the same
overprinting plate was used for several values and therefore it should
tum up on other stamps in this series if sought after.

In the Canal Zone, 1904 issue, Scott's nos. 4 to 8, there are a number
of broken letter, varieties, the best-known, perhaps, being the
"CANAI" for "CANAL." These are interesting varieties, distinctive,
and while I have not attempted to list them all, I have provided a lead,
and I believe readers may find that an examination of any of these
overprinted stamps in their collections will prove fruitful. •

Sloanne's Column-Apr. 18,1936
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